Community Investment Grants Program
2018 Highlights

Culture –
“The new energy that has gathered around this initiative in the last year has been a key component in my introduction to the arts community in Regina. The gallery has given me the opportunity to show work in a professional setting and connect with other artists in the city.”

Sport & Recreation –
“This is the 2nd session that my daughter has participated in the program. The sports skills she has gained and, more importantly, the social skills she has gained are amazing. Her 1st session she wouldn’t enter the gym without crying and now she runs in excited to play!”

Social Development –
“I really appreciate that this initiative is starting a discussion that needs to happen. I have been diagnosed with severe anxiety, and with depression as well. This presentation for a workplace is great, because it allows people like me to talk to co-workers or supervisors, to let them know what is going on, so that there is understanding.”

769 Total number of cultural venues used
57,243 Child & youth participants
8,335 Vulnerable women & children provided with direct shelter
1,568 Professional development opportunities
535 Program hours using parks and outdoor Facilities
2,888 Organizations collaborating
14,389 volunteers for cultural programs
2,078 Program hours targeting at-risk populations
1,834 Healthcare & wellness service programs
2,078 Program hours targeting at-risk populations

$3.31 million total investment
173 non-profit organizations funded
35,629 volunteers
270,748 hours of programs
2,274,124 participants involved
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